<Combined> – Fast IT for your bank

Leading a bank forward into the digital world brings challenges
at every level, not least when it comes to IT. With <Combined>,
Swisscom can help meet your IT requirements for modern,
flexible, fast IT, so you can devote your time to what really
counts – your customers.

Drawing on many years of experience with
cloud and container services, we have put together a comprehensive, future-oriented portfolio for our customers, enabling us to address
a bank’s need for modern, flexible, fast IT in
the best way possible.
What is <Combined>?
<Combined> is a comprehensive IT portfolio comprising
professional and managed services that can be ordered
either individually or as a package. The modular
structure of the container-based portfolio enables us to
address your needs flexibly and on an individual basis.
Our professional services range from the initial set-up of
an OpenShift/Kubernetes-based container cluster to
help with or implementation of application integration
and modernisation, to support services aimed at
establishing and maintaining an efficient DevOps
process world. Our managed services, on the other hand,
focus on the sustainable, reliable operation of container
clusters,

a managed tool suite for CI/CD processes, and
application operation or application management
services.
In addition to this range of services, a huge benefit of
<Combined> is its flexibility with regard to platforms: it
doesn’t matter whether you want to use the services in a
Swiss private cloud (ESC), a hyperscaler (Azure, AWS) or a
hybrid solution combining a hyperscaler and a private
cloud – we’ll make it possible for you.
Your benefits with the modular approach of
<Combined>
– End-to-end: comprehensive managed services for applications and CI/CD processes from a single provider
– Flexible: scalable container-based services in a multicloud environment, providing the widest possible
choice of actions
– Automated: top quality and security thanks to standardised software deployment and operating processes
– Integrated: secure integration into the existing IT
landscape, combined with specialist compliance consulting

<Combined> components – optimised for your multi cloud approach:
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Facts & Figures

<Combined> components

Software Tools as a Service
The software toolchain developed by Swisscom includes tools that cover the entire CI/CD process – from the repository to collaboration to security checks.
Consulting Services
With our Consulting Services, we can help you not only with technical issues linked to governance (Azure/AWS or hybrid IT solution) but also with bank-specific compliance issues.
Application Operation and Application Management
If you wish, we can operate your applications end-to-end, including all the necessary components – from the WAF to the IAM to the actual business layer (single- or multi-platform approach).
Cloud Access & Security
We provide the whole package for your future-oriented IT. Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and solutions such as SD-WAN or SD-LAN make your network more intelligent, faster
and more agile.
DevOps Services/Load and Performance Testing & Test Automation
We’ll provide you with load and performance testing in the cloud and help you to automate
your application tests.
Application Integration and Modernisation
Our application architects can help you integrate new solutions into your IT landscape on a
mandate basis, either in cooperation with your IT staff or at the interface with software vendors. On request, we can also carry out the migration itself, including rewriting of applications.
DevOps Services/Tool Chain & Automation
We’ll build and maintain your development environment so you can securely integrate, test
and bring into production the solutions of a wide range of software providers in a standardised
way (single- or multi-cloud approach).
Kubernetes/OpenShift Setup
With our professional services, we can help you build a container platform tailored to your
availability and security requirements.
Kubernetes/OpenShift Operation
We can operate your OpenShift or Kubernetes clusters with an appropriate SLA in the
Swisscom Enterprise Cloud or in public clouds such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services. Thanks to our extensive experience and associated expertise, you won’t need to develop
your own internal know-how.

